The relation between local stable manifolds of an ordinary differential equation and its discretization is studied. We show that a local stable manifold of a hyperbolic fixed point of an ordinary differential equation is the limit of local stable manifolds of the same fixed point of its discretizations as the discretization parameter h > 0 approaches 0.
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the following problem. Let us consider a mapping s£: R" -► R" , se(z) = z + e • f(z) where f eC , e e R\{0}, f(0) = 0, Df(0) is hyperbolic, i.e., the eigenvalues of Df(0) have nonzero real parts. We can write the mapping sE in the form (-) with g(x,y), r(x,y) = 0(\x\ + \y\) (-) se(x,y) = (x + e(Ax + g(x, y), y + e(By + r(x, y))
where A e SA(R ), B e Sf(Rm) have positive, negative real parts of their eigenvalues, respectively. It is easy to see that 7+e7i, 1+e.A have no eigenvalues on the unit circle for all small e ^ 0. Hence the mapping sE has the hyperbolic fixed point 0. For this point there exists a local stable manifold W* for each small e [2] . The following theorem gives us information about their limit as e > 0 approaches 0. such that (i) the graph of h(e,-) e C2(BS , Rk) is a local stable manifold W¡ of 0 for se and e > 0
(ii) the graph of h(0, ■) is a local stable manifold of 0 for the differential equation z = f(z) (Bs = {xeRm, \x\ < Ô}).
We remark that this problem is directly related to the method of averaging (cf. [6] for further details).
The plan of our paper is as follo'vs. In the first part, we present the proof of Theorem 1. In the second part, we give a simple proof of a result from [3] , where the author of that paper has considered a similar problem for periodic ordinary differential equations. Finally, we investigate a discrete version of this problem.
Proof of Theorem 1. By the well-known arguments used in [1] and [5] , we can suppose the existence of e0 > 0, K > 0 with the properties l+e-K<\(I + e-A)\, \I + e ■ B\ < 1 -e -K for each 0 < e < e0 . Let Z = {{(*"> y"))T ' XneRk> yn€Rm> SUP(|X"| + |VJ)<C0}.
Z is a Banach space with the norm K(*", y")}n = sup(|x"| + |v"|).
Let us consider the linear mappings is bounded in C2(BS, Rk). Now we show that W* is the local stable manifold of 0 for se. By (1) we have \xtt\ < |(7 + eA)~x\. \hn\ + |(7 + eA)~2\ ■ \hn+x\ + ■■■ , hn = e-g(xn , yn) \yn\ < |(7 + eB)"-x\ ■ \c\ + \(I + eB)"~2\ -\gx\ + ---+ \gn_x\, gn = e-r(xn , yn).
If hm(|xj + \yn\) = b > 0 for a small {(xn , yn)}? then
\gn\ < -• b-e, «» 1 (i.e., « is large).
and for a fixed large p
We see that m\x"\ + \yn\)<yb + ±.b<b.
This proves that lim(|xn| + \yn\) = 0. Now we take a sequence {x,(en, -)}^Li e C2(BS, Rk) such that en > 0, en -+ 0. This sequence is bounded in C (Bs, R ) and hence there exists a subsequence {xx(en , -)}°lx which has a limit point « € Cl(Bg, R ) in the space Cx(Bö,Rk).
On the other hand, since W* is the invariant manifold of s£, x¡ (e, •) must satisfy (7 + eA)xx (e,y) + eg(xx (e, y), y) = xx (e,(I + eB)y + er(xx (e,y),y)). where we used the mean value theorem. Hence (4) Ah(y) + g(h(y), y) = Dyh(y)(By + r(h(y), y)) h(0) = 0.
If ô is sufficiently small, then (4) has a unique solution and the graph of « is a local stable manifold of 0 for the equation
Indeed, the point 0 is hyperbolic for z = f(z). By the assumptions on / the point 0 has local stable and local unstable C -manifolds. Using a C2-change of coordinates we can consider that the x-axis is the local unstable manifold and the y-axis is the local stable manifold. In these new coordinates the equation z = f(z) has the form z = fx(z), i.e., where (•, •) is a scalar product. The graph of h in the new coordinates is the graph of some mapping hx : Bs -* R . We have for a small |x| + \y\ :
(Bxy + rx(x,y),y)< -ax • \y\2, 0 < ax < a.
Using this property and the fact that the graph of «, is invariant by z = fx (z), we see that the graph of « is the local stable manifold of 0 for z = f(z).
From the above results we obtain the proof of Theorem 1.
We note that using the above method we can give a simple proof of a result from the paper [3] . The author of that paper considers an ordinary differential equation (6) z' = ef(z,t,e)
where by [ 
By the variation of the constants formula we can obtain an equation similar to (+). Solving this equation we have a mapping
h(e,-,-)eC2(BsxR,Rk)
where («(e, y, t), y) is the initial value from which a bounded orbit of (6) near 0 e Rk x Rm starts. Moreover, the set
is bounded in C2(Bâ x R, R ) and h(e, -, ■) is 2^-periodic in i. A result of
Hale [4, pp. 166-167] gives us that the graph W* of h(e, •, ■) is a local stable manifold of 0 for (6) . Hence W* is invariant by (6) and this implies:
Dth(e,-,-) + Dyh(e, •, -)(eB ■ +er(h, ■, ■, e)) = eAh + eg(h, ■, •, e). such that (i) h is 2n-periodic in t, (ii) the graph of h(e,-,-) e C2(BS x R,Rk) in Rn x R is a local stable manifold of 0 of (6) for e > 0, (iii) the graph of h(0, ■, ■) in R" x R is WxR, where W is a local stable manifold of 0 for (7).
Finally, we shall investigate a discrete version of (6). For each initial point (x, m) e Rn x Z , where the set Z is the set of integers, we define an orbit {x¡}™ in the following way
where g e C2, g : R" x Z x R -► 7?" and g is p-periodic in the second variable, i.e., g(-, i + p, ■) = g(-, i, ■). Consider also the averaged mapping ï(x) = ^g(x,i,0). p i
Suppose ~g(0) = 0 and D~g(0) is hyperbolic, i.e., has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. where / e C2, f(0, i, e) = 0 and g(y) = f(y) = J E\ f(y, i, 0). Next we use averaging to make (9) autonomous to order 1. where heC2, h(x, i, 0) = /(x). TVoo/. Using the above change of coordinates we immediately obtain the assertion of Lemma 4. We note that this change of coordinates is /»-periodic in the second variable.
Hence our problem (8) can be reduced to (10), where f(x) = g(x) has the hyperbolic fixed point x = 0. Next we write (10) r are p-periodic in i. Now we can use the above procedure to obtain Cmappings hm(-, e) e C (Bg, R ) such that the graph W™ of hm is a local stable manifold of 0 eRn of (11). We note that iterations in (11) start from i = m . By the periodic condition for r, s we have V = hr In this case the set {hm(-, e)}£6(0 e, is also bounded in C2(Bg, Rk). We take a sequence {(«,(•, e(), ... , hp(-, e,))}^,, e¡ -* 0. Then there exists a subsequence {(/?,(•, en), ... , h (■, en ))}~i which has a limit point (Â,,..., « ) in the space CX(Bg,Rk)x---xCX(Bg,Rk).
(This follows from the well-known theorem of Arzela-Ascoli and we also used this theorem in the above proofs of our theorems.) Since the sequence {WE , ... , Wp} is invariant for (11) we have hi+i(y + e(By + r(h¡(x, e),y, i,e)), e) = hj(y, e) + e(Ahi(y, e) + s(h¡(y,e),y, i, e)).
Thus by the mean value theorem (Dyhl+X(y,e) + 0(e)) ■ (By + r(ht(y, e), y, i, e)) = e(Ahfy, e) + s(h¡(y, e), y, i, e)) + «.(y, e) -hi+x(y, e)
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Hence we obtain and^y E(E>yhi+l(y,e) + 0(e))(By + r{hi(y,e),y, /,«)) P ;=1
1 "
--}2,(Ani(y> e) + s(hi(y,e),y,i, e)). such that (1) The graph of h(-, •, e), e > 0 is a local stable manifold of a unique small p-periodic orbit of (8).
(2) There is a local stable manifold W of 0 of the averaged equation (12) such that the graph of h(-, ■, 0) is W x {1, 2, ... , p} . (Note that the stable manifolds are subsets of Rn x {1, 2, ... , p} .)
